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Movable Feast
by Ucaoimhu
As a tribute to Thanksgiving weekend wanderings, the answers to ten
clues must be altered appropriately,
in one of two ways, before being
entered into the grid; the “Bonus
Sentence” provides cluing to the
altered entries. Each of the remaining clues contains a single incorrect
letter that must be changed before
solving; the incorrect letters, in
clue order, followed by the correct
letters, in clue order, will spell out
explicitly what sort of wandering
is being depicted.
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ACROSS
2. Roves around with left-handed page
6. Caught up in a bio of Mahler the author had
7. Get excited and sentimental about vector, at
first
10. Boor loves fodder sent to poet
11. Far-future people from Yale eating rats,
primarily
12. Mother that has bachelor's degree
13. Get naked and start to swing dance
16. Mints empty, regressive, rank commercial
one modifies
18. Volume that has hot verse about a Ukrainian city
19. Remained and finally observed result of
rouge treatment
20. With sound detectors burnt, but unripped
21. I loved getting to quasi radical thought
22. Apportioner left carver in the middle with
sailor or page

DOWN
1. Salary goes up for chatter
2. Burlesqued Mao in shoes from Muscat or
thereabouts
3. Leave rut left of exemplary, upstanding
biblical country
4. Home of the Mets and that female author
5. A French ward echoed a bit
8. Sidle over when Nate's lady describes author
Havelock
9. Virginia assumes Roman is a Roman goddess
12. Done with translating a prefix that means
"inside"
14. Not including short Roman salutation
15. Friend we finally stake
16. One opposing a performer named Gardner
17. Don abandons pervert and fool
BONUS SENTENCE
Skinflint Dacian band cut excessively steep,
less intense fruit preserve a witch’s country
rated highly

